A Day of Positivity
September 17, 2016 - Time: 10 am to 2 pm - Milford, NH
Topic: The Impact of Cosmic Alignments - Personally and Globally
Featuring IPPW Member Omi Preheim
Whether you are a news junkie or prefer not to listen, it’s impossible to avoid the constant blare of 24-hour
information. Perhaps you feel powerless to do anything and the noise has you caught up in fight, flight or even
freeze. Because you don’t know exactly what to do, you do nothing. While we may recognize change is necessary,
it is very human to avoid it when scared and feel like everything is out of control.
““The requirements for our evolution have changed. Survival is no longer sufficient. Our revolution now requires us to
develop spiritually- to become emotionally aware and make responsible choices. It requires us to align ourselves with the
values of the soul – harmony, cooperation, sharing and reverence for life” – Gary Zukav

That is exactly what this presentation is designed to do – help you find your way out of fear, chaos and overwhelm
into contentment. The desired outcome is to bring harmony between the feminine and the masculine energies.
Come join Omi and other IPPW members at the home of Deb Miller, 70 Boxwood Circle, Milford, NH for a
fascinating program exploring the astrological universe. Bring your business cards and something to share for our
potluck lunch. Be aware, Deb’s house is home to animals, so if you have dog or cat allergies, please take
precautions

Cost: FREE to IPPW members not yet members: $15 Please RSVP at IPPW.org or text 603-731-0116
Omi Preheim has been guiding and supporting individuals and groups as a spiritual counselor, teacher, mentor, healer
astrologer, and feng shui consultant for over 25 years. Omi listens, asks questions and provides appropriate expertise for those
who desire life changes but are unclear about what they want to do and how to manifest lasting results. Through her client
work she has seen ample evidence that life before age 50 is homework for what you are really going to do when you grow up.

